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To the Editor-in-Chief

BMC Cancer

Dear Editor,

I send you herewith attached a revised version of the manuscript entitled: “Serum tryptase, mast cells positive to tryptase and microvascular density evaluation in early breast cancer patients: possible translational significance” in which suggestions raised have been answered.

In detail,

Please ensure you include an author contribution for Gennaro S Capriuolo.

I have included an author contribution for Gennaro S Capriuolo.

Please ensure you include spaces between words, especially in the conclusion section of your abstract e.g. "cancerpatients" should be "cancer patients."

I have correctly re-formatted the text.

Please provide a description of your additional files after your current figure legends section.

I have provided a description of the additional files.

Yours sincerely,

Prof. Domenico Ribatti